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“Conserving and improving natural resources, integrating the demand for environmental quality with the needs of agricultural and urban users”
Printed on Recycled Paper

II.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

A. Project Description
The Resource Conservation District of Monterey County (RCDMC) is initiating a watershed
based invasive non-native plant control and riparian restoration program on the Salinas River
Watershed. The project involves grant and mitigation funding to the RCDMC and its partners,
for the restoration of riparian habitat in the Salinas River Watershed through the control of
invasive non-native plants (mainly Arundo donax) and the planting of native species (Figure 15). Funding sources may include, but are not limited to, Department of Fish & Game (CDFG),
Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB), Resources Agency, Department of Transportation
(Caltrans), CA Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA), United States Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS), Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Army Corps of Engineers
(ACOE), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), United States Forest Service, Monterey
County, the State of California Water Resources Control Board, donations, and mitigation
projects (either as an ‘In-Lieu-Fee’ type mitigation program or as specified under separate
regulatory agreements for the project requiring mitigation). RCDMC’s program may not be
used for mitigation without the approval of all parties involved: the regulatory agencies,
RCDMC, the entity requiring mitigation, and the owner of the property where work would be
occurring. The project area encompasses many public and private lands: no work will occur
without a right of entry agreement signed by both the land owner and project lead (RCDMC).
Lands owned by the Federal Government (Forest Service, Department of Defense, etc.) are
excluded from the program area, this Initial Study and the Mitigated Negative Declaration.
The Salinas River is the dominant riparian corridor along California’s Central Coast, draining a
watershed that covers 4,600 square miles of land in Monterey and San Luis Obispo Counties.
The headwaters begin in the La Panza Range in central San Luis Obispo County and flow north
for more than 150 miles before emptying into Monterey Bay. The Salinas watershed provides
valuable fish and wildlife habitat as it recharges the aquifer for the water used for irrigation for
Monterey County’s $4 billion thriving agricultural industry.
Infrastructure, habitat and water availability are compromised and threatened by the CDFA-listed
noxious weed, Arundo donax (giant reed). The Salinas watershed has the second largest
infestation of Arundo in California (only the Santa Ana watershed has more). Arundo is a nonnative aggressive perennial grass that has overtaken approximately 2,032 acres of the Salinas
River, forming enormous monocultures with virtually no food or habitat value for native
wildlife. Arundo is known to draw over three times as much water from the aquifer as native
vegetation. Arundo also increases the likelihood of fire and flooding, and stands trap sediment
and alter river geomorphology. Unlike native riparian plants, it provides little shading to the instream habitat, leading to increased water temperatures and reduced habitat quality for aquatic
wildlife. Once established, Arundo has the ability to out-compete and completely suppress
native vegetation. Wildlife at risk include the federally threatened South-Central California
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Coast (S-CCC) steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). The Salinas River and its tributaries
have been designated by the National Marine Fisheries Service as critical habitat for steelhead.
Control of this invasive plant will benefit this habitat and prevent the further proliferation of
Arundo downstream.
Infrastructure is also at risk due to Arundo. It alters the flood regime by blocking flows with its
thick growth, creates unstable banks due to its poorly developed root systems that easily
fragment, and contributes to bridge and flood control structure failure by becoming lodged
against bridge pylons and blocking and diverting flows. Eventually enough water backs up
against the bridge or other structure causing the structure to fail or flows to bypass the structure,
causing extensive damage.
Although the program is focused on controlling Arundo donax (giant reed), other invasive nonnative plants will also be treated in the project area using the same methodologies outlined in
this document. The California Invasive Plant Council lists these plants in the Invasive Plant
Inventory for California (http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/inventory).
Intensive project activities are to be carried out from July 16th to November 14th (treatment) and
August 16th to November 14th (biomass reduction), which avoids/minimizes impacts to wildlife,
fish and native plants (by avoiding work during breeding season). Planting occurs between
November 15th and January 30th. Maintenance work (passive watering and weed control) is
carried out from May 1st to July 15th. No work occurs from February 1st to April 30th (Table 1).
Arundo control is a two step process: treat the Arundo, and then reduce the biomass. Typically
treatment occurs first and biomass reduction occurs the following year. The process may also be
reversed, with biomass reduction first, followed by treatment of resprouting Arundo.
On the upper watershed (above King City) and the last two miles of the river (Highway 1 to the
ocean, the area defined as the Coastal Zone by the CA Coastal Commission) only nonmechanized restoration methods will be used in order to avoid any potential wildlife impacts.
Arundo stands in these areas are small and scattered (Fig. 1).
The biomass reduction process for Arundo begins with reduction (mulching by mowers) of target
plant biomass. No biomass is left or deposited in the low flow channel. Hand crews may cut
and carry target plants that are in channel areas or areas that the mower can not reach to areas
where the mowers have access. No stands of native vegetation are reduced (mowed) and no
cutting/mowing of material > 6" dbh (diameter at breast height) is allowed. The treatment of
Arundo, tamarisk and other target non-native vegetation occurs in the summer and fall using
glyphosate herbicide (using formulations approved by the Environmental Protection Agency for
use in riparian areas or when adjacent to open water: Rodeo® and Aquamaster®). Imazapyr
and/or triclopyr may also be used on select target species, as they also have aquatic approved
formulations (Habitat® and Garlon-3A®). These herbicides have very low toxicity to wildlife.
Only target non-native plants are treated. Areas that have non-native plant biomass reduction
(mowed) are re-planted with native riparian vegetation (cuttings and/or container plants). Sites
that have biomass reduced first, followed by herbicidal treatment of re-growth, typically have
planting in year two or three. Sites that are treated first, followed by biomass reduction can often
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be planted in the first year. All sites then enter a re-treatment cycle, using approved herbicides
on any re-sprouting target non-native plants. This is carried out annually in the summer/fall for
ten years to ensure complete control of target non-native plants (including: Arundo, pampas
grass, jubata grass, tamarisk, castor bean, perennial pepperweed, Cape ivy etc.). Maintenance
work (watering and weeding) in areas that had biomass reduction and re-vegetation may occur
from May 1st to July 15th, but only in open areas without structure for nesting (as specified under
FWS and CDFG permits).

Table 1. Timeline of work activities.

Passive Work

Active Work
(treatment)

Active Work
(biomass)

Planting Work

No Work

Watering & hand weed
control only
(no mechanical
equipment or cutting)

Smaller mechanical
equipment &
cutting;

Biomass
reduction-tractor
and hand work

Planting
container plants
& cuttings

No work: only
monitoring
allowed

Dates of
Occurrence

May 1 – Jul 15

Jul 16 – Nov 14

Aug 16 – Nov 14

Nov 15 – Jan 30

Feb 1 – Apr 30

Sensitive
Biological
Activities
Occurring

Avian breeding, herp
breeding, plant
reproduction

Possible herp
activity

Possible herp
activity

Herp activity,
fish migration

Herp activity and
breeding, fish
migration

Work Activity

This Initial Study (and associated Mitigated Negative Declaration) is similar in format and scope
to six previous Initial Studies and Mitigated Negative Declarations adopted by: the California
Coastal Conservancy in November 2002 (San Luis Rey), the Mission Resource Conservation
District in September 2006 (San Luis Rey), San Dieguito JPA August 2009 (San Dieguito
Watershed), San Diego River Conservancy September 2009 (San Diego River), County of
Orange June 2009 (San Juan HU), and County of San Diego September 2010 (Carlsbad HU).
All of these CEQA documents are for watershed based eradication of Arundo and other invasive
non-native plants. The Salinas Watershed program uses similar control and re-vegetation
methods (and associated impact minimization and avoidance procedures) that protect and
provide benefits to habitat and resources.
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B. Project Proponents
Background on the Resource Conservation District of Monterey
RCDMC is an independent, non-regulatory special district formed under Division 9 of the
California State Resources Code. RCDMC is governed by a voting board of local directors
appointed by the Monterey Board of Supervisors.
RCDMC has provided technical assistance and implemented conservation programs for over 60
years. The RCDMC is a recognized community contact for conservation efforts and expediting
watershed health actions. RCDMC implements and expedites watershed planning and
enhancement actions and facilitates a problem-solving management process for the rural/urban
interface. The strength of the RCD delivery system rests on a voluntary, cooperative approach to
solving land management problems.

C. Environmental Setting and Surrounding Land Uses:
Geographic Scope
The Salinas River Watershed covers approximately 4,600 square miles of San Luis Obispo and
Monterey counties. The Arundo control program covers all portions of the Salinas River valley
that lie within Monterey County. The project area is located on the following USGS 1:1,000
maps: Monterey, Mendota, Point Sur, Coalinga, Cambria and Paso Robles. The project area is
shown in Figure 1.

Existing Land Use
The primary land uses in the Salinas River watershed are row crops, vineyards, pasture and
grazing lands, as well as urban areas, military bases and public open space. Highway 101
follows the same trend through the Salinas valley as the Salinas River. Primary cities along
Highway 101 are King City, Greenfield, Soledad, Gonzales, and Salinas. Salinas valley
agriculture is nearly 100% dependent on groundwater supplies, but also receives water from the
Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project and the Salinas River Diversion Facility.

Project Topography and Natural Waterways
The Salinas River flows approximately northwesterly through the Salinas valley, emptying into
Monterey Bay. The valley lies in the Coast Ranges and is defined to the west by the Santa Lucia
Mountains and east by the Gabilan Range. The valley is 10 miles wide and 155 miles long.
Elevations in the valley range from sea level to 5,844 feet on Junipero Peak at the headwaters of
Arroyo Seco River.
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D. Other Public Agencies whose Approval is Required (e.g., permits,
financing approval, or participation agreement)
The program will likely operate under Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Nationwide Permit
#27 (Riparian Restoration), which will allow completion of the 404 process. Alternatively a
Regional General Permit could be issued similar in scope to RGP #41, which covers Arundo
control program operations from Santa Barbara to San Diego. The program will work with the
ACOE to complete a formal or informal consultation with NOAA (National Marine Fisheries
Service). Additionally, all methods and approaches will be designed to allow FWS to determine
that no adverse effects to listed species are likely as long as minimization and avoidance
measures are followed under an informal consultation. If the Service determines that a formal
consultation is required this will be completed.
A SWRCB/RWQCB 401 certification will be obtained if it is determined that certification is
required for the program.
RCDMC is preparing an application to Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) 1600 Streambed
Alteration Agreement to cover the project area. Conditions in the 1600 Agreement are expected
to be the same as those outlined in this initial study and will be consistent with other regulatory
agency requirements. The program has prior DFG 1600 agreements for the upper watershed,
working closely with DFG will continue. All permits will be followed and annual reports will be
prepared and submitted to regulatory agencies. These program conditions, minimization
measures and reporting are presented in Section G of this Initial Study.
The invasive non-native plant control and riparian restoration program for the Salinas River
Watershed is based on systematic watershed based (landscape level) control of target species
(especially Arundo). This provides long term ecological and resource protection benefits. This
process, along with details related to restoration and non-native plant control methods have been
developed in coordination with CDFG, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Biological
Resources Division and FWS. Previous Arundo control projects on the Salinas River and
watersheds to the south, as well as permit streamlining programs developed for the Salinas
Watershed, have provided a foundation for this permitting approach.

E. Project Methods
Treatment of Invasive Non-Native Plants
The invasive plant control program may conduct treatments on target plants (Arundo, tamarisk,
pampas grass, jubata grass, and other invasive non-native species). The treatment cycle typically
involves foliar application of herbicide (aquatic approved herbicide formulations of glyphosate,
imazapyr, or triclopyr). Treatment work may begin July 16th and ends by November 14th. To
avoid impacts to non-target plants, stands are prepped for spraying. The prepping creates a
physical space between target and non-target plants. Arundo is pushed away from native shrubs
and trees, and the natives may be trimmed (<6” diameter). Arundo is typically not cut as this
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reduces treatment efficacy. A marking dye is added to the herbicide mix to allow applicators to
see drift and assure thorough coverage of target plants. Crews apply targeted herbicide using
hand held sprayers (foliar application method). No broadcast applications are made from booms,
aircraft, or other mechanical devices. Only target plants are treated with herbicide.
Biomass reduction (if carried out) may occur either before or after herbicide treatment. Biomass
reduction is typically required if significant plant biomass is present (plants cover > ¼ acre). For
Arundo, biomass reduction entails either mowing with tractors or hand cutting the Arundo cane.
Mowing is carried out using fixed tooth or flail mowing attachments. These are typically
mounted on the front of the tractor, which has either rubber tires or tracks. Arundo biomass
mulch is left within the original footprint of the stand or may be spread over compacted areas
(roads, parking areas, shoulders, etc). Hand cut Arundo is typically carried to areas where
mowing has already occurred, where it is then stacked and mowed. In other situations hand cut
biomass may be chipped and taken off site or spread over compacted areas that are dominated by
non-native weed cover. Treated Arundo is never cut and left un-mowed or mulched, unless it is
taken out of the project area. The Arundo mulch layer is <6” thick and provides a benefit to the
site as it suppresses weed growth and reduces soil water loss (which assists re-vegetation work).
Arundo that forms scattered small clumps (generally <1/4 acre) is usually treated and left to
decompose naturally. This material is not cut and it is not 'mobile', flow events would not carry
this material away, it is still attached to the rhizome system. Areas with very low cane density or
areas re-sprouting after fire events are typically treated and left to decompose naturally. Resprouting canes that are treated are also left to decompose naturally. Biomass reduction typically
only occurs on dense mature stands of Arundo that have significant biomass.

Re-vegetation
Active re-vegetation will be a component of the enhancement/restoration process for most
project areas that have biomass reduction (i.e. mowing of Arundo stands). Effective control of
target plants is required prior to re-vegetation to avoid situations where re-treatments would
harm a significant number of plantings. For areas that are treated first and then followed by
biomass reduction, planting can occur immediately if conditions are suitable. Areas that have
biomass reduction first and then have re-growth treated in multiple cycles, will typically not be
planted with natives until after the second year of treatments.
Plants for re-vegetation may be from containers (from 1 gallon/D60 to rose pots - 2” x 2”) or
cuttings. Plant pallete varies based on presence or absence of tree canopy and position in the
habitat (near channel, low bench, high bench etc). Re-vegetation focuses on re-establishing
native shrub and perennial half-shrub/vine cover. As a class, shrubs dominate the percentage of
plants planted in the field. This is due to the fact that tree canopy is frequently still present on
control sites- the Arundo has pushed out shrub cover and filled in open and herb covered areas.
Existing cover of native trees will be maintained. Planting is typically at a density of 300 to 400
plants per acre- with a 5 year goal of 150 plants per acre live and established. Additional ‘fill in’
planting occurs in successive years on sites until native plant establishment occurs. Depending
on rainfall and water table position, plants are usually watered in and left. Supplemental
watering may be needed, but occurs by hand and only for the first year. The goal is to assist
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native plantings in becoming established enough to survive through the summer and fall of the
first year. Once this occurs the plants have become established. Average survival rates vary by
species- but typically exceed 50-70%. Upper terraces that are dry and sandy will have lower
planting survival and may not be planted. Many of these upper sandy benches have low plant
cover under ‘natural’ conditions. The project will not attempt to ‘force’ native woody cover to
exist in areas that are not suitable for its establishment and persistence. Restored sites with
favorable hydrology typically attain high cover from planted shrubs and perennial half shrubs
and vines by year five (often even year three), which helps to shade out ruderal weeds that would
otherwise begin to migrate into the site as the reduced biomass/mulch begins to break down.
Table 2: Typical Site Plant Pallete:
Latin name
Shrubs
Baccharis salicifolia
Heteromeles arbutifolia
Salix exigua
Sambucus mexicana
Half-shrubs, vines, ground covers
Artemisia douglasiana
Rosa californica
Rubus ursinus
Urtica dioca
Vitis girdiana

Common Name
Mulefat
Christmas berry
Sandbar willow
Mexican elderberry
Mugwort
California rose
CA blackberry
Hoary nettles
CA grape

Maintenance: Sites that are re-vegetated may have maintenance activities occurring, which
may include control of annual weeds, control of resprouting Arundo, and watering of native
plantings (first year only). These activities do not use any mechanical equipment (no tractors,
saws, or ATVs). A water tank and pump is used for watering, but is located outside the riparian
habitat on adjacent roads. Maintenance activities only occur in open restoration areas. Woody
vegetation is not disturbed or entered and no flowing or standing water is entered.

F. Biological Resources
The RCDMC’s invasive non-native plant control and restoration program’s primary goals are to
enhance ecological function and conserve water resources. Invasive non-native plants are
displacing native vegetation, modifying hydrologic functions including sediment transport, water
use, flood regimes, and water quality. In addition to these severe impacts, non-native plants,
particularly Arundo, create fire-prone conditions within riparian habitat. Fires occur more
frequently and with a greater intensity in stands of Arundo. A systematic and comprehensive
invasive plant control program will provide a substantial benefit to the native fauna and flora that
inhabit the watershed.
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The program is utilizing avoidance measures and methods that have been developed with FWS
and CDFG over the past 10 years on several other large watershed eradication programs
(including the Salinas watershed’s conservation practices streamlining program). The main
conservation action is avoidance; that is, not being in habitat areas during active breeding of
wildlife. Impacts to native vegetation are also minimized and avoided by following the measures
outlined. The resulting impacts to the habitat are minor and temporary- while the resulting
benefit of the Arundo control work is substantial and long-lasting. The Arundo control and
native planting restores a range of ecological functions to the site. This is why these activities
are routinely used and counted as mitigation for development, discharge and other damaging
events that degrade ecological function.
Review of California Department of Fish and Game’s California Natural Diversity Data Base
(CNDDB) and US Fish and Wildlife Critical Habitat and Occurrence GIS data bases indicate the
following sensitive species occur or have the potential to occur on or near the project site.
Table 3. Listed animal and plant species known to in the Salinas River Watershed Project Area.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Monterey spineflower

Chorizanthe pungens var.
pungens

Steelhead Trout

Oncorhynchus mykiss

Tide Water Goby

Eucyclogobius newberryi

Status (Federal/State)
Federal Threatened
No State Listing
Federal Threatened
No State Listing
Federal Endangered
No State Listing

Notes:
Does not typically occur in Riparian habitat
but does occur in habitat adjacent to project
area. These areas will be avoided.
Occurs in project area.
Occurs in river mouth (last mile of Salinas
River).

Specific measures that are adopted to minimize and avoid impacts for these species are outlined
in the next section.
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Table 4. Listed animal and plant species with the potential to occur to in the Salinas River
Watershed Project Area
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status (Federal/State)

California red-legged
frog

Rana aurora draytonii

Federal Threatened
No State Listing

California Tiger
Salamander

Ambystoma californiense

Federal Candidate
No State Listing

Least Bell’s Vireo

Vireo bellii pusillus

Federal Endangered
State Endangered

Monterey gilia

Gilia tenuiflora ssp.
arenaria

Federal Endangered
State Threatened

Notes:
FWS BO for Salinas Watershed Permit Coordination program states that: recovery unit
area, mouth of Salinas River (last 1 mile)
and historic occurrences on lower river
watershed (Greenfield, Salinas). No
CNDDB data for red-legged frogs in project
area.
Occurs in watershed, but in seasonal pools
and ponds associated with grassland, scrub
and oak woodland habitats. Artificial and
permanent pools are also frequently used.
Not known to occur in project area: known
distribution is south of project (Camp
Roberts/San Luis Obispo)- but measures
will be adopted to protect species.
Not likely in project area: occurs in dune
habitat areas. Population at Marina Airport
is adjacent to riparian habitat.

Special measures that are incorporated to avoid and minimize and potential impacts to these
species are outlined in the next section.
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Table 5. Listed animal and plant species that occur on the Salinas River Watershed but would
be very unlikely to occur in the project area.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status

Arroyo toad

Bufo microscaphus
californicus

Federal Endangered
No State Listing

Robust spineflower

Chorizanthe robusta var.
robusta

Federal Endangered
No State Listing

San Joaquin Kit Fox

Vulpes macrotis mutica

Federal Endangered
State Threatened

Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp

Brachinecta lynchi

Federal Threatened
No State Listing

Purple amole

Chlorogalum purpureum
var. purpureum

Federal Threatened
No State Listing

Yadon’s piperia

Piperia yadonii

Federal Endangered
No State Listing

Status
Not in project area: not known
on Salinas River (occurs from
San Antonio River to Tijuana
River)
No known occurrences within
Monterey County. Habitat is
dune or for inland
occurrences, scrub or oak
woodlands with sandy soils-not riparian habitat (outside
project area).
Not in project area: occurs in
upland habitat, and population
centers are in the upper
portion of watershed (Camp
Roberts). Movement could
occur across project area.
Not in project area: occurs in
vernal pools.
Not in project area: occurs in
grasslands and oak woodlands
in portions of the upper
watershed.
Not in project area: occurs in
Monterey Pine Forest and
maritime chaparral (excluded
form project area).

General measures to protect and minimize impacts to all native flora and fauna have been
incorporated into the project design.

Restoration of riparian habitats is a goal of the project. The invasive non-native plant control
and native re-vegetation will improve the quality of the riparian habitat to the benefit of all listed
species.
This project seeks to improve habitat for migrating fish, specifically the small population of
steelhead trout, which are listed as threatened by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS).
This program will be reviewed by the agency.
By reducing the cover of Arundo on the waterways (which impacts hydro/geomorphic processes
on the river) and increasing riparian habitat, the project is likely to have an overall net benefit to
the species. Measures to reduce and minimize potential impacts caused by restoration activities
have been incorporated into the project design using guidance from NMFS biological staff (as
applied from conservation measures in the past Salinas Watershed permitting streamlining
program).
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The Salinas River watershed is located within the boundaries of the South-Central California
Coast (SCCC) steelhead Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU). SCCC ESU steelhead are
Federally listed as threatened (64 FR 43937) and are present within the proposed work area.
Previous assessments within the ESU have identified several stocks as being at risk or of special
concern. Total steelhead abundance is extremely low and most stocks for which there are data in
the ESU show a substantial decline during the last thirty years (Busby et al., 1996). Population
decline has been attributed to long-standing human induced factors (e.g., lack of flows due to
groundwater pumping, dams and water diversions, blocked access to historic spawning and
rearing areas upstream and downstream of dams, channel modification) that exacerbate the
adverse effects of natural environmental variability (62 FR 43937, Titus et al, In Prep). Thus, the
poor condition of habitat in the Salinas River remains a serious threat to steelhead survival and
recovery. The Arroyo Seco River enters the Salinas River near the town of Soledad, about 45
miles upstream from the ocean, and is considered the best spawning and rearing areas still
available to steelhead in the Salinas River watershed. Dettman (1998) estimated that the Arroyo
Seco River has the potential to support a run of a few thousand spawners. The Arroyo Seco River
is also more accessible to steelhead than the Nacimiento and San Antonio Rivers because of its
proximity to the ocean. The largest tributaries, the Nacimiento and San Antonio Rivers, enter the
Salinas in its upper reaches, contributing over 270,000 acre-feet of water to the channel.
Reconnaissance level habitat surveys conducted downstream of the Nacimiento Dam in spring of
2000 documented the presence of substantial habitat area with good cover. Both rearing and
spawning habitat are present, although spawning habitat is dependent upon flow levels and the
quality of water released from the reservoir (EDAW 2001).
Because the lower 110 miles of the Salinas River is important as a migration corridor for both
adult and juvenile steelhead from and to spawning grounds, eradicating Arundo in the lower
Salinas is a critical habitat management action for steelhead. Although no spawning or rearing
habitat is present in the lower Salinas River, spawning and rearing habitat does occur in both the
Arroyo Seco and Nacimiento Rivers (EDAW 2001). Eradicating Arundo from the project area
could assist Nacimiento River and Arroyo Seco River smolts during migration by creating new
refuge areas with good native riparian cover and water quality. Furthermore, because Arundo
impedes the flow of the river and displaces riparian vegetation, removing Arundo will allow
native species to recolonize critical riparian areas, resulting in lower water temperatures and
presence of woody debris. The construction of Salinas Valley Water Project (SVWP) has been
completed and operations began in April 2010. The SVWP Flow Prescription for Steelhead
Trout in the Salinas River was the result of Section 7 Consultation with NMFS resulting in
specific rates and timing of flows for steelhead trout. Its primary priority is to provide steelhead
migration to and from the lower Salinas River basin, which includes the Arroyo Seco and the
lower Nacimiento River, and the Monterey Bay, through the mainstem of the Salinas River. This
is a significant change in flow management on the Salinas River that is now underway and which
will likely impact both steelhead and Arundo populations in a manner that makes this program
particularly timely. Upon completion of the construction phase of the Salinas River Water
Project, the Monterey County Water Resources Agency (MCWRA) is shifting reservoir releases
to increase year round flows in the Salinas River. This will convert the river to a ‘wet channel’
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and poses both opportunity and threat for steelhead passage and refuge, as the increased water
flows will mean greater water availability for Arundo and potentially enhance its rate of spread
and likelihood of impeding flows and fish passage. In this light, the need for a comprehensive
Arundo treatment program sooner than later is all the more critical.

G. Measures to Protect Natural Resources
The types of habitat restoration and enhancement activities carried out under this program are
considered by regulatory agencies (the CA Department of Fish & Game, the US Fish & Wildlife
Service and the Army Corps of Engineers) to be a form of mitigation for impacts to riparian
habitat. The end result of this project will be habitat improvement for sensitive species in the
project area. FWS and CDFG permits will outline specific impact minimization and avoidance
measures to protect listed species, migratory birds, other wildlife and native plants. The
following avoidance and minimization measures are in place to assure that there will be less than
significant impacts to natural resources:

1) Non-native plant control methods will be used that minimize impacts to non-target native
vegetation. These methods include: preparing target plants for herbicide application by
separating them from native vegetation, using targeted foliar application of herbicide by
crews on foot, using highly qualified personnel who have experience treating non-native
plants in sensitive riparian habitat, and using herbicides that are approved for use in
wetlands (aquatic approved formulations of glyphosate and imazapyr) which have no
negative impacts on wildlife species (Appendix 1). All mixing of herbicides and
maintenance of equipment will occur only in areas that are devoid of native vegetation,
that are adjacent to existing roads, and have compacted disturbed soils. These areas are
not sensitive species habitat, they are not adjacent to the river channel (open water), and
they have no cover of native woody vegetation.
2) A biologist will oversee work activities to assure that conditions of CDFG and FWS
permits are being followed. Work methods will be segregated into work activity periods
(Table 1). Active work (Arundo herbicide treatment) will be from July 16th to November
14th and active work for Arundo biomass reduction will be from August 16th to November
14th. No restoration activities using mechanical equipment will occur during the
designated breeding season for sensitive species (November 15th to July 15th).
3) Annual reports documenting work and compliance will be provided to regulatory
agencies that have issued permits: USACOE, DFG, NMFS, and USFWS. Future work
areas for the next year will also be clearly indicated in annual reporting. All permits
clearly outline work conditions, and minimization & avoidance measures. Regulatory
agencies, RCDMC project managers and the project biologist assure compliance with
these conditions. Any violations would result in termination of active work, in addition
to possible requests for compensatory mitigation or fines.
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4) The last 2 miles of river (ocean to Highway 1), the watershed above King City and all
tributaries will have no mechanical biomass reduction with tractors. Mechanical biomass
reduction using rubber tired or tracked tractors will only occur on the Salinas River from
King City to two miles from the ocean (Figure 1-5).
5) Avoid passing through (impacting) upland native habitat areas (use established roads,
agricultural areas, entry points to river/riparian areas).
6) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the South-Central California Coast
(SCCC) Steelhead: RCDMC shall meet with NMFS staff and the Department of Fish and
Game’s local wildlife and fisheries biologists in June of each year to review the project.
The NMFS and DFG may provide additional or modify existing conditions and measures
on the projects. Such conditions shall be included in a memo from the Department to
RCDMC.
During work in riparian areas, the following will be in place to minimize impacts to
steelhead and steelhead habitat:
a. No activities may alter the flow, dewater or modify the stream channel.
b. No mechanical biomass reduction will occur in the low flow channel or within 10
feet of flowing water.
c. RCDMC shall use existing ingress or egress points to perform work when possible.
d. The RCDMC monitor shall maintain a record of all interactions with SCCC
steelhead during project activities. Reporting information will include:
response/behaviors and any effects, location, and number observed. Project activities
are scheduled to occur outside steelhead presence in the system, so interactions
between project activities and steelhead are unlikely.

7) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the California Red-legged Frog and
California Tiger Salamander
a. The project will minimize disturbance of vegetation near and on permanent and
seasonal pools or streams, marshes and ponds, and shorelines with extensive
emergent vegetation and/or weedy vegetation. Only treatment of Arundo will occur
in occupied sites.
b. Active restoration/work activities will begin after July 16th to avoid impacts to
breeding adults, and will be completed by November 14th (Table 1).
c. If the project site has characteristics of preferred habitat, an individual approved by
FWS will perform a pre-construction inspection no more than 48 hours before the
start of restoration/work activities. The surveyor will look for the species, evaluate
the likelihood of usage, and determine if additional biological monitoring is needed
during restoration/work activities to ensure no individuals are harmed.
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d. If California red-legged frogs are observed during pre-work inspections, the site
will not be treated and work delayed until the feature is dry and the red-legged frog or
tiger salamanders have moved or are inactive. If the site is a permanent water feature,
Arundo will be treated with herbicide and biomass will either be left to degrade
naturally or hand cut when frogs/salamanders are not active.
e. Biological monitors have the authority to halt work activities or delay/divert work
activities until the red-legged frogs or tiger salamanders have become inactive.
f. Translocation of frogs and salamanders to areas with no active work will be
performed only by individuals approved in advance by FWS.

8) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the Tide Water Goby
a. No use of mechanized equipment (tractors) for the lower two miles of river (from
the ocean to upstream of Highway 1).
b. Arundo will be treated and left to decay naturally (no biomass reduction). Arundo
stands in this part of the river are fairly scattered or form thin strips.
c. Active treatment will be carried out from July 16th to November 14th.
If the project site has characteristics of preferred habitat, an individual approved by
FWS will conduct a pre-construction inspection no more than 48 hours before the start
of work.

9) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the Least Bell’s Vireo
a. Active biomass reduction (mowing) can only occur from August 16th to November
14th.
b. Active treatment work can only occur from July 16th to November 16th.
c. Maintenance work (watering native plantings and weeding) will only occur in open
areas with no structure that would support nesting.

10) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to Monterey Spineflower
a. Avoid populations in upland habitat that is adjacent to riparian habitat (Marina
Municipal Airport and Soledad populations).
b. Check areas adjacent and downstream (up to 1 mile) of known populations. Flag and
avoid any observed plants.
c. If an area supports the species, it shall not be disturbed.
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d. Where concentrations of the plants are found, a buffer zone of 10 feet shall be
established around the plants to avoid impacts to the plant populations. No use of
mechanical equipment may occur in buffer or core population areas.
e. Hand cutting and treatment of cut Arundo cane is the only approved Arundo control
method (no foliar herbicide application) within population and buffer areas.

11) General minimization and avoidance measures by work task

Initial Foliar Treatment of Arundo (and other target non-native plants): Herbicide
Application
a. Work activities may only occur July 16th to November 14th (Table 1).
b. No more than three crews will be active on the watershed at one time.
c. Crew size will not exceed 20 individuals, and no more than five people will be
working together at a given spot.
d. Herbicide application will occur with either backpack sprayers (3 gallon) or hand held
power sprayers. Power sprayers consist of three parts: 1) the gun/applicator (this is
hand held), 2) the pump, and 3) the reservoir/tank. The pump and reservoir are
typically mounted or towed by ATV's, but they may also be mounted on light duty
tractors, skidders, or trucks. The pump is usually a small gas powered engine (3 hp)
and tank/reservoir ranges from 30 to 200 gal useable volume.
e. To reduce the chance/impact of spillage, work crews can only mix herbicide and refuel
(ATV’s, power sprayers etc.) in staging areas. Mixed herbicide (application strength)
may be transported and transferred into tanks within the project site.
f. Staging areas are previously disturbed sites such as roads, shoulders, graded areas, or
sites with compacted soil that support no vegetation or weedy vegetation. When
possible these will be in developed areas adjacent to the river.
g. Foliar spraying will not occur when ambient wind speeds exceed 5 miles per hour.
h. Crew members will avoid wading through streams and standing water whenever
possible.
i. Each crew may use up to 2 ATV’s or other small wheeled vehicles to move mixed
herbicide in jugs to crews in the field.
j. ATV’s/small wheeled vehicles will not drive in wet channel areas.
k. ATV’s/small wheeled vehicles will operate only in open areas- woody vegetation (>1”
DBH) will not be cleared or driven upon.
l. Site preparation is carried out prior to treatment of Arundo. Preparation entails
separating, or creating a space, between stands of Arundo and native vegetation. This
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allows the Arundo to be treated without affecting the native woody vegetation. The
space between Arundo and native vegetation is created by pushing, detangling and/or
trimming the vegetation. Both Arundo and native woody vegetation may be trimmed.
However, woody vegetation may not be trimmed that is in excess of six inches (6") in
diameter. Excessive trimming of Arundo is not usually carried out because this triggers
re-sprouting which results in a much longer re-treatment cycle.
m. All regulations involving use of herbicides will be followed including BMP’s. All
applicators will be licensed and certified. Aquatic herbicide formulations will be used
when near open water including all additives (spreading agents and dyes).
n. A marking dye will be used to assure that drift or overspray onto non-target vegetation
is not occurring. The dye will also assure that good coverage on target plants is
occurring.
o. All garbage and waste material generated by the work crew will be removed from the
site.

Biomass reduction (lowering dead or live Arundo cane and other treated plant biomass)
Large Arundo stands (>1/4 acre) are usually cut or mowed to allow for active native plant
restoration and to speed up the decomposition of the dead Arundo cane. Scattered smaller
stands are left to decompose naturally (they are left standing). Typically all biomass reduction
methods are used on sites with large stands of Arundo due to factors including: amount and
distribution of native woody vegetation, access to the site and site topography, location of the
low flow channel, and input from the property owner.
The normal biomass reduction process is: 1) a large mower mows accessible Arundo stands, 2)
hand crews cut and stack Arundo in areas that were mowed, 3) a mower mows hand-cut
Arundo. Some sites that do not have mowing access may be cut by hand and chipped.

Mowing: Mowing is carried out using a fixed tooth or hammer flail mowing attachment
mounted on a tractor. The mowing attachment mulches the dead (or live) Arundo cane into a
layer about 4” thick. The mowing attachment and tractor do not dig into the soil surface or
change topography of the site. Tractors are rubber tired or tracked. Several sizes of tractors
are used: from larger (up to 50,000 lb) tractors with four large tires (about 56” x 18”) or wide
tracks with a front-mounted mowing implement 100” wide to smaller size 12,000 lb
tractor/skidders with tires (48” x 16”) or tracks (10-16") with a front-mounted mowing
implement around 74” wide. Live or dead Arundo stands and other non-native plant biomass
are mowed standing/in place and hand cut biomass is stacked and mowed within the footprint
of target non-native plants. These are specialized mastication mowing attachments that grind
the biomass into material comparable to that achieved when using a chipper. Tractor operators
are able to avoid mowing mature native woody vegetation.
1) Biomass reduction by mowing occurs between August 16th and November 14th (Table 1).
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2) No native vegetation is mowed.
3) No mowing occurs in the active stream channel.
4) No mulched/mowed biomass will be placed in the active stream channel.
5) All mowed material is left within the footprint of the Arundo stand (or other non-native
plants); no open habitat or native vegetation will be covered with Arundo mulch. Hand
cut biomass may be stacked and mowed outside the river on compacted soils, dirt roads
and shoulders that are devoid of native vegetation.
6) Equipment used during the biomass reduction phase such as tractors with mowing
attachments, chippers, chainsaws, and other hands tools, will be staged at areas which are
located along roads or on degraded areas with no native vegetation. Compacted dirt lots,
road shoulders, and old disturbed sites are typically the type of areas that are used for
staging.
7) Refueling and maintenance of tractors and other larger equipment occurs only in staging
areas or areas outside of the river (developed areas).
8) Crew members will avoid wading through streams and standing water whenever possible.
9) All garbage and waste material generated by the work crew will be removed from the
site.

Cutting by hand crews: Crews cut dead Arundo using chainsaws operated by hand. Hand
tools (loppers and machetes) may also be used, but in limited situations.
1) Biomass reduction by hand cutting occurs between August 16th and November 14th
(Table 1).
2) Crews cut biomass and carry it to areas that have been previously mowed, where it is
stacked and then mowed. No cut biomass is left un mowed (mulched).
3) Crews are of 20 or fewer individuals will work in teams of 6 or less. For each team one
or two people cut, while the other team members pull, haul, and stack the cut dead
Arundo cane.
4) No more than one crew will operate at a given site.
5) No more than three sites will be active on the watershed at once.
6) Hand crews typically do not use ATV’s, but sites far from roads with previously used
trails (during the fall herbicide application) may be re-used as access routes in open areas.
ATV's/vehicles may also traverse mowed Arundo areas. No ATV/vehicle use can occur
in wet channel areas or in areas with native woody vegetation.
7) Hand crews may also use chippers where mowing is not possible due to site topography
or substrate (such as riprap or bolder banks). Chippers may be staged on roads and may
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chip material onto disturbed/maintained areas outside the creek profile, chip into areas
where Arundo previously existed, or chip into containers/trucks for hauling off site.
8) Crew members will avoid wading through streams whenever possible.
9) All garbage and waste material generated by the work crew will be removed from the
site.

Re-vegetation (native planting) Activities
1) Work will occur between November 15th and January 30th (Table 1).
2) No more than three crews will be active on the watershed at one time.
3) Only one crew will operate at a given site at a time (sites are separated by at least one
mile).
4) Crew size will not exceed 20 individuals.
5) Each crew may use up to 2 ATV’s/vehicles to move plants from staging areas to planting
locations. ATV’s/vehicles typically drive only in areas that have been mowed (on dead
Arundo mulch). Sites that are flat and connected to roads, may allow use of four wheel
drive trucks to access mowed areas and deliver plants.
6) ATV’s/vehicles will not drive in wet channel areas.
7) ATV’s/vehicles will operate only in open areas, usually on mowed dead Arundo mulchno woody vegetation (>1” DBH) will be cleared or driven upon.
8) Equipment used during the re-vegetation phase such as ATVs/vehicles and hands tools
will be staged at areas which are located along roads or on degraded areas with no native
vegetation. Compacted dirt lots, road shoulders, and old disturbed sites are typically the
type of areas that are used for staging.
9) Crew members will not wade through streams or cross standing water.
10) All garbage and waste material generated by the work crew will be removed from the
site.

No Work Period
1) No work occurs between February 1st and April 30th (Table 1).
2) Only biological monitoring of the work site may occur during this period.
3) No equipment may be used.
4) No flowing or standing water may be entered.
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Maintenance Activities
1) Work occurs between May 1st and July 15th (Table 1).
2) No areas may be worked in that have vegetation structure suitable for nesting (work only
in mowed areas with new plantings).
3) No powered equipment may be used at the restoration sites (only watering and treatments
with backpacks). The water truck does have a gas powered pump, but this will operate
along access roads or in staging areas.
4) Avian monitors will be used as requested.
5) Equipment used during the maintenance phase such as trucks, ATVs, and hands tools will
be staged at areas which are located along roads or on degraded areas with no native
vegetation. Compacted dirt lots, road shoulders, and old disturbed sites are typically the
type of areas that are used for staging.
6) Crew members will avoid wading through streams whenever possible.
7) All garbage and waste material generated by the work crew will be removed from the
site.

12) Performance standards
Target non-native vegetation at treated sites will be less than 1% cover by year five (5). Areas
where biomass reduction occurred and that were re-planted with native vegetation will have a
minimum established native plant density of 100 plants per acre by year five (5).

13) Biological Monitoring
Two types of monitoring will occur: on site monitoring during implementation of restoration
activities and site performance monitoring.
On site monitoring during project implementation will be performed by an experienced field
biologist. This biologist must be familiar with both native and non-native vegetation and have
previous monitoring experience. The biologist will establish a minimum of 10 foot buffers from
wet channel areas and assure that permit conditions are being followed. The biologist may stop
all work at any time.
The biologist will assist in yearly reporting, and will report any interactions with and avoidance
of any sensitive species at work sites. Site performance monitoring will occur annually to assess
effectiveness of treatments and re-vegetation effort. This monitoring will include photos of the
site, field estimates of treatment success (percent control) by species and approximate survival of
native plantings. This data will be presented in the annual report that is submitted to FWS,
CDFG, NMFS and ACOE. Additional monitoring may also occur as specified under specific
grants or mitigation programs (In-Lieu-Fee or off site mitigation requirements). This
information will also be available to regulatory agencies. Monitoring data will be used to
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determine when re-treatments should occur and when re-vegetation should occur (both initial and
fill in planting). The goal of monitoring is to assure project success (<1% target non-native plant
cover and >100 native plants per acre by year 5).

14) Yearly work plan and report
Each summer an annual ‘Work Plan and Report’ outlining the expected non-native plant control
and re-vegetation work for the current year will be prepared by July 15th. The annual report will
document work and compliance over the past year as well as planned activities in the next year.
It will be provided to regulatory agencies that have issued permits: US Army Corps of Engineers,
Department of Fish and Game, and US Fish and Wildlife Service. This will notify agencies of
the intended work program areas for each year and allow modification of work activities if
necessary.
The annual report will clearly outline what work has completed in the last 12 months and what
work is planned in the next year. Reporting on completed work will include a discussion of what
treatments/control activities occurred (both initial and re-treatments), what re-vegetation has
occurred and monitoring/success of efforts. Photo documentation, non-native plant control
effectiveness (percent reduction in cover of target plants) and planting success (estimated percent
survival) will be provided. Detailed GIS maps will clearly indicate work areas.
Proposed work for the next year will be outlined on GIS maps indicating likely work areas for
the current year. Work areas will be funded under a variety of programs including but notlimited to: grant funded (state, federal or local), mitigation programs (In-Lieu-Fee, fines, off site
mitigation requirements), and general funds.

H. Measures to Protect Cultural Resources
Existing Conditions for Cultural Resources in the Salinas River Watershed:
The rich human history of Salinas River watershed is evidenced in both archaeological and
cultural remains. The archaeological history of the Central California coast and inland region
has, until recently, been poorly documented. Since 1970, however, hundreds of surveys have
been conducted and more than 60 archaeological sites have been excavated in Monterey and San
Luis Obispo counties. Most previous archaeological investigations are clustered in two primary
regions: at the north end of the Salinas Valley (along Monterey Bay) or to the south in the upper
Salinas River drainage, centered on military installations. The watershed also hosts multiple
locations designated by the State of California Historical Landmarks, Points of Historical
Interest, and Historic Places and over fifteen listings on the National Register of Historic Places.
Much of the floodplain portion of the watershed is cultivated and the likelihood of finding intact
sites on cultivated land is low. However, there are still many unsurveyed portions of the
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watershed that range from low-lying valley terraces, to midslope terraces on hills, and grassland
meadows near waterways. There is a high possibility of additional Native American
archaeological sites in these areas, but tractors and other equipment will not be used in these
areas. Project activities outlined in this invasive plant control program occur in the active
riverine habitat (where fluvial and geomorphologic processes frequently reshape the bed and
sediment benches). In addition to equipment being restricted to active geomorphic areas,
equipment will not be grading or grubbing and major soil disturbance will not occur. Therefore
the project has a low likelihood of impacts to historical or archaeological resources.
Mitigation measure:
15) To reduce the likelihood of impacts a record search of registered historic sites will be carried
out for the project area at the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) of the California Historical
Resources Information System at Sonoma State University. The records search and literature
review will cover work areas. The resulting maps and list of sites is not distributed, but is
secured by the archeologist and becomes a key reference for ensuring that work done under the
program protects cultural resources. Any mowing and restoration work near or within registered
sites will be reviewed by a certified archaeologist, and if deemed necessary, a cultural monitor
will be on site during work to assure that no impacts to historic resources occur. No mowing or
use of equipment within the designated site will occur if there is a possibility of impacting the
historic/archaeological resource.
16) If historical/archaeological resources are identified by the archaeologist during the mowing,
work will stop immediately in that area. No historical/archaeological materials will be collected.
Work will be diverted away from the sensitive areas, which will remain intact. If approved by
the archaeological monitor, hand cutting of Arundo and other invasive plants may take place
around identified historic site areas. Plant biomass will be carried to areas with no sensitive
resources and mulching will occur at that location.
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III.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED AND DETERMINATION

A.

FACTORS

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, as
discussed within the checklist on the following pages.
 Aesthetics

 Agriculture Resources

 Air Quality

a Biological Resources

a Cultural Resources

 Geology/Soils

 Hazards/Hazardous Materials

 Hydrology/Water Quality

 Land Use/Planning

 Mineral Resources

 Noise

 Population/Housing

 Public Services

 Recreation

 Transportation/Traffic

 Utilities/Service Systems

Some proposed applications that are not exempt from CEQA review may have little or no
potential for adverse environmental impact related to most of the topics in the Environmental
Checklist; and/or potential impacts may involve only a few limited subject areas. These types of
projects are generally minor in scope, located in a non-sensitive environment, and are easily
identifiable and without public controversy. For the environmental issue areas where there is no
potential for significant environmental impact (and not checked above), the following finding
can be made using the project description, environmental setting, or other information as
supporting evidence.
B.

DETERMINATION

On the basis of this initial evaluation:


I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.

a

I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment there
will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made by or
agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be
prepared.



I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.



I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has
been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached
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IV.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

1)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are adequately
supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each
question. A “No Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls
outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact” answer should be explained where it is based on
project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on project-specific screening analysis).
All answers must take into account the whole action involved, including offsite as well as onsite,
cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as
operational impacts.

2)

3)

4)

5)

Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then
the checklist answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than
significant with mitigation, or less than significant. "Potentially Significant Impact" is
appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are
one or more "Potentially Significant Impact" entries when the determination is made, an
EIR is required.
"Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies
where the incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from "Potentially
Significant Impact" to a "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must describe
the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than
significant level mitigation measures from Section XVII, "Earlier Analyses," may be
cross-referenced).
Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration.
Section 15063(c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following:
a)
Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review.
b)

Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were
within the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to
applicable legal standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by mitigation
measures based on the earlier analysis.

c)

6)

7)
8)

Mitigation Measures. For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated," describe the mitigation measures that were incorporated
or refined from the earlier document and the extent to which they address
site-specific conditions for the project.
Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information
sources for potential impacts (e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a
previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference
to the page or pages where the statement is substantiated.
Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources used
or individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.
The explanation of each issue should identify:
The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and the
mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance.
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Table 1. Salinas Watershed Arundo Acreage Summary
Summary of acreage of individual invasive non-native plants within the Salinas River Watershed. Areas
mapped include most riparian zones and undeveloped upland areas; additional acreage exists in urbanized areas.
A majority of mapping is of “fully infested stands” (>80% cover) although some areas are mapped at 20% and
50% cover.

Species/Type
Arundo donax (giant reed)

Acreage
2,032
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VI.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST

ISSUES & SUPPORTING DATA SOURCES:
1. AESTHETICS. Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Affect a scenic vista or view open to the public?
A vista is a view from a particular location or composite views along a roadway or trail. Scenic vistas often refer to
views of natural lands, but may also be compositions of natural and developed areas, or even entirely of developed
and unnatural areas, such as a scenic vista of a rural town and surrounding agricultural lands. What is scenic to one
person may not be scenic to another, so the assessment of what constitutes a scenic vista must consider the perceptions
of a variety of viewer groups.
The items that can be seen within a vista are visual resources. Adverse impacts to individual visual resources or the
addition of structures or developed areas may or may not adversely affect the vista. Determining the level of impact
to a scenic vista requires analyzing the changes to the vista as a whole and also to individual visual resources.
Less Than Significant Impact: The project will not result in cumulative impacts on scenic vistas because the
project would remove stands of Arundo and other target non-native plants from riverine areas that have limited public
access. Views of the river from most areas are from a distance (>0.5 miles). Changes in vegetation composition are
not likely to significantly alter the view. Rock formations and river channel areas may have increased visibility after
the project restoration has occurred- a benefit to the scenic view (water bodies are typically considered positive visual
features). Arundo removal will have the long-term effect of saving the mature native trees by reducing the risk of
wildland fires and catastrophic flooding throughout the system, which have negative effects on scenic vistas. The net
effect will be neutral to beneficial for scenic riverine and coastal vistas by removing non-native vegetation that is
impacting these resources.
b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including,
but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
Less Than Significant Impact: State scenic highways refer to those highways that are officially designated by the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) as scenic (Caltrans California Scenic Highway Program).
Generally, the area defined within a State scenic highway is the land adjacent to and visible from the vehicular rightof-way. There are Officially Designated roads on the Salinas Watershed.
Highway 1: Carmel River/SR 68, Post miles: 72.3-78.1 District 5, CalTrans
The project will control non-native vegetation within the Salinas River, however, visual impacts are expected to be
temporary and minor as selected plants are being controlled and re-vegetation will occur. Therefore, the proposed
project will not have any substantial adverse effect on a scenic resource within a State scenic highway.
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c)
Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its surroundings?
Less Than Significant Impact: Visual character is the objective composition of the visible landscape within a
viewshed. Visual character is based on the organization of the pattern elements line, form, color, and texture. Visual
character is commonly discussed in terms of dominance, scale, diversity and continuity. Visual quality is the
viewer’s perception of the visual environment and varies based on exposure, sensitivity and expectation of the
viewers. The existing visual character and quality of the project site and surrounding area can be characterized as
open space areas. The project will disturb some vegetation, however, visual impacts are expected to be temporary
and minor as selected plants are being controlled and re-vegetation will occur.
The project will not result in the construction of any structures that will block views or be incompatible with the
existing visual environment. Therefore, the project will not result in any adverse project or cumulative level effect
on visual character or quality on-site or in the surrounding area.
d)
Create light or glare beyond the physical
limits of the project site?
No Impact: The project does not propose any use of outdoor lighting and no buildings are proposed and thus there
can be no associated light reflection/glare. Therefore, the project will not create any new sources of light pollution
that could contribute to skyglow, light trespass or glare and adversely affect day or nighttime views in area.

2. AGRICULTURE. Would project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Convert Farmlands listed as "Prime", "Unique"
or of "Statewide Importance," as shown on the State
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, to
non-agricultural use?

No Impact: Within the project vicinity there are lands designated as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, Unique Farmland, Farmland of Local Importance and grazing land. The project will not convert agricultural
resources to non-agricultural use. Therefore, there will be no potentially significant impacts to or cumulative level
conversion of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide or Local Importance to a non-agricultural
use as a result of this project.
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use,
or a Williamson Act contract?
No Impact: The proposed project will not result in a conflict in zoning for agricultural use because none of the existing
agricultural uses in the Watershed or project areas would be displaced nor would future agricultural uses be precluded as
a result of project activities. Additionally, the project site is not under a Williamson Act Contract. Therefore, there will
be no conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract.
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c) Involve other changes in the existing environment
which, due to their location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use?
Less than Significant Impact: The proposed project area contains land designated as prime farmland; however, the
proposed project would not result in significant adverse impacts related to the conversion of Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance or Farmland of Local Importance to a non-agricultural use because none
of the existing agricultural uses in the watershed or project site would be displaced nor would future agricultural uses in
the watershed or project site be precluded as a result of project activities. Therefore, no potentially significant project or
cumulative level conversion of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Farmland of
Local Importance to a non-agricultural use will occur as a result of this proposed project.

3. AIR QUALITY. Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?
No Impact: Operation of the project will not result in an increase of criteria pollutant emissions compared to the
existing use of the subject area that was anticipated by the regional air quality plan. The project will not emit toxic air
contaminants as identified by the California Air Resources Board. Therefore, the project will not conflict or obstruct
with the implementation of the RAQ on a project or cumulative level.
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation?
Less than Significant Impact: The project will use machinery to complete project activities. No grading will occur as
part of project activities. Emissions from the use of any equipment would be minimal, temporary and localized,
resulting in pollutant emissions below the screening-level criteria established by County guidelines for determining
significance. The vehicle trips generated during project work will not exceed 50 Average Daily Trips (ADTs).
According to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District CEQA Guidelines for Assessing the Air Quality Impacts
of Projects and Plans, projects that generate less than 2,000 ADT are below the screening-level criteria established by
the guidelines for criteria pollutants. As such, the project will not violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.
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c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase
of any criteria pollutant for which the project region
is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
state ambient air quality standard (including
releasing emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?
Less than Significant Impact: Air quality emissions associated with the project include emissions of PM10, NOx
and VOCs from project implementation (use of equipment and biomass reduction), and also as the result of temporary
increases in traffic during project implementation. No grading operations are associated with the construction of the
project. Emissions from the construction phase would be minimal, localized and temporary resulting in PM10 and
VOC emissions below the screening-level criteria established by County guidelines for determining significance. The
vehicle trips generated during work will result in approximately 50 Average Daily Trips (ADTs). According to the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District CEQA Guidelines for Assessing the Air Quality Impacts of Projects and
Plans, projects that generate less than 2,000 ADT are below the screening-level criteria established by the LUEG
guidelines for determining significance.
The proposed project as well as the past, present and future projects within the surrounding area, have emissions
below the screening-level criteria established by County guidelines for determining significance, therefore, the
emissions associated with the proposed project are not expected to create a cumulatively considerable impact nor a
considerable net increase of PM10, or any O3 precursors.
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?
Air quality regulators typically define sensitive receptors as schools (Preschool-12th Grade), hospitals, resident care
facilities, or day-care centers, or other facilities that may house individuals with health conditions that would be
adversely impacted by changes in air quality.
No Impact: This project does not propose uses or activities that would result in exposure of sensitive receptors to
significant pollutant concentrations and will not place sensitive receptors near carbon monoxide hotspots. In addition,
the project will not contribute to a cumulatively considerable exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations because the proposed project has emissions below the screening-level criteria established by County
guidelines for determining significance.
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?
No Impact: No potential sources of objectionable odors have been identified in association with the proposed project.
As such, no impact from odors is anticipated.

4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES. Would the
project impact:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly
or through habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the California Department of Fish
and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
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Less than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated: The Project acknowledges that significant flora and fauna
resources exist within the project area; the existence of such resources is one of the reasons why restoration activities
are occurring. These resources are listed in Table 2 of the Initial Study. The type of restoration activities carried out in
this project are considered by the CA Department of Fish & Game (CDFG), the US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
and the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) to be a form of mitigation for impacts to riparian habitat. The result of this
project will be habitat improvement for sensitive species and other flora and fauna in the project area. USFWS
consultation and CDFG 1600 permit (Streambed Alteration Permit) will outline specific impact minimization and
avoidance measures to protect listed species, other wildlife and plant resources. Detailed minimization and avoidance
conditions are presented in the Initial Study preceding this checklist.
Prior to the commencement of the restoration activities, the following Mitigation Measures will be in place to ensure
that there will be less than significant impacts to these species due to the utilization of a methodology that avoids and
minimizes impacts. General and species specific conditions are listed here. Additional conditions by activity will also
be followed (see Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration).

Mitigation Measures:
1)

Non-native plant control methods will be used that minimize impacts to non-target native
vegetation. These methods include: preparing target plants for herbicide application by separating
them from native vegetation, using targeted foliar application of herbicide by crews on foot, using
highly qualified applicators who have experience treating non-native plants in sensitive riparian
habitat, and using herbicides that are approved for use in wetlands (aquatic approved formulations
of glyphosate and imazapyr) which have no negative impacts on wildlife species (Appendix 1). All
mixing of herbicides and maintenance of equipment will occur only in areas that are devoid of
native vegetation, that are adjacent to existing roads, and have compacted disturbed soils. These
areas are not sensitive species habitat, they are not adjacent to the river channel, and they have no
cover of native woody vegetation.

2)

A biologist will oversee work activities to assure that conditions of CDFG and FWS permits are
being followed. Work will be segregated into work activity periods (Table 1). Active work
(Arundo herbicide treatment) will be from July 16th to November 14th and active work for Arundo
biomass control will be from August 16th to November 14th. No restoration activities with heavy
equipment shall occur during the designated breeding season for sensitive species (November 15th to
August 15th).

3)

Annual reports documenting work activities and compliance will be provided to regulatory agencies
that have issued permits: USACOE, DFG, NMFS, and USFWS. Future work areas for the next year
will also be clearly indicated in annual reporting. All permits clearly outline work conditions, and
minimization & avoidance measures. Regulatory agencies, RCDMC project managers and the
project biologist assure compliance with these conditions. Any violations would result in
termination of active work and possible fines or a request for compensatory mitigation.

4)

The last two river miles (ocean to Highway 1), the watershed above King City, and all tributaries
will have no mechanical biomass reduction with tractors. Mechanical biomass reduction using
tractors with mowing attachments will only occur on the Salinas River from King City to two miles
from the ocean outfall (Figure 1-5).

5)

Crews will avoid passing through (impacting) upland native habitat areas (they will use established
roads, agricultural areas, entry points to river/riparian areas).
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6) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the South-Central Coast Steelhead: RCDMC shall meet with
NMFS staff and the Department of Fish and Game’s local wildlife and fisheries biologists in June of each
year to review the project. The NMFS and DFG may provide additional or modify existing conditions and
measures on the projects. Such conditions shall be included in a memo from the Department to RCDMC.
During work in riparian areas, the following will be in place to minimize impacts to steelhead and steelhead
habitat:
a.

No activities may alter the flow, dewater or modify the stream channel.

b.

No mechanical biomass reduction will occur in the low flow channel or within 10 feet of flowing water.

c.

RCDMC shall use existing ingress or egress points to perform work when possible.

d.

The RCDMC monitor shall maintain a record of all interactions with west coast steelhead during project
activities. Reporting information will include: response/behaviors and any effects, location, and number
observed. Project activities are scheduled to occur outside steelhead presence in the system, so interactions
between project activities and steelhead are unlikely.

7) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the California Red-legged Frog and California Tiger
Salamander
a.

The project will minimize disturbance of vegetation near and on permanent and seasonal pools or streams,
marshes and ponds, and shorelines with extensive emergent vegetation and/or weedy vegetation. Only
treatment of Arundo will occur in occupied sites.

b.

Active restoration/work activities will begin after July 16th to avoid impacts to breeding adults, and will be
completed by November 14th (Table 1).

c.

If the project site has characteristics of preferred habitat, an individual approved by FWS will perform a preconstruction inspection no more than 48 hours before the start of restoration/work activities. The surveyor
will look for the species, evaluate the likelihood of usage, and determine if additional biological monitoring is
needed during restoration/work activities to ensure no individuals are harmed.

d.

If California red-legged frogs are observed during pre-work inspections, the site will not be treated and work
delayed until the feature is dry and the red-legged frog or tiger salamanders have moved or are inactive. If the
site is a permanent water feature, Arundo will be treated with herbicide and biomass will either be left to
degrade naturally or hand cut when frogs/salamanders are not active.

e.

Biological monitors have the authority to halt work activities or delay/divert work activities until the redlegged frogs or tiger salamanders have become inactive.

f.

Translocation of frogs and salamanders to areas with no active work will be performed only by individuals
approved in advance by FWS.
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8) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the Tide Water Goby
a.

No use of mechanized equipment on the lower two miles of river (from the ocean to Highway 1).

b.

Arundo will be treated and left to decay naturally (no cutting or biomass reduction).

c.

Active treatment will be carried out from July 16th to November 14th.
If the project site has characteristics of preferred habitat, an individual approved by FWS will preconstruction inspection will be performed by no more than 48 hours before the start of work.

9) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to the Least Bell’s Vireo
a.

No active restoration work (mowing) will occur in potential breeding habitat during breeding season (August
16th to November 14th). Active treatment occurs July 16th to November 16th.

10) Specific actions to avoid or minimize impacts to Monterey Spineflower
a.

Avoid populations in upland habitat that is adjacent to riparian habitat.

b.

Check areas adjacent and downstream (up to 1 mile) of known populations. Flag and avoid any observed
plants.

c.

If an area supports the species, it shall not be disturbed.

d.

Where concentrations of the plants are found, a buffer zone of 20 feet shall be established around the plants
to avoid impacts to the plant populations. No use of mechanical equipment may occur in buffer or core
population areas.

e.

Hand cutting and treatment of cut Arundo cane is the only approved Arundo control method (no foliar
herbicide application) within population and buffer areas.

11) General measures by work activity (see Initial Study)
12) Performance standards
Target non-native vegetation at treated sites will be less then 1% cover by year five (5). Areas where
biomass reduction occurred and that were re-planted with native vegetation will have a minimum established
plant density of 100 plants per acre by year five (5).
13) Biological Monitoring
Two types of monitoring will occur: on site monitoring during implementation of restoration activities and
site performance monitoring.
On site monitoring during project implementation will be performed by an experienced field biologist. This
biologist must be familiar with both native and non-native vegetation and have previous monitoring
experience. The biologist will establish 10 foot buffers from wet channel areas and assure that permit
conditions are being followed. The biologist may stop all work at any time.
The biologist will assist in yearly reporting, and will report any interactions and avoidance of sensitive
species at project sites. Site performance monitoring will occur annually to assess effectiveness of treatments
and re-vegetation effort. This monitoring will include photos of the site and field estimates of treatment
success by species and survival of native plantings. This data will be presented in the annual report that is
submitted to
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FWS, CDFG, NMFS and ACOE. Additional monitoring may also occur as specified under specific grants or
mitigation programs (In-Lieu-Fee or off site mitigation requirements). This information will also be
available to regulatory agencies. Monitoring data will be used to determine when re-treatments should occur
and when re-vegetation is to occur (both initial and fill in planting). The goal of monitoring is to assure
project success (<1% target non-native plant cover and >100 native plants per acre by year 5).
14) Yearly work plan and report
Each summer an annual ‘Work Plan and Report’ outlining the expected non-native plant control and revegetation for the current year will be submitted by July 15th. The annual report will document work and
compliance and will be provided to regulatory agencies that have issued permits: US Army Corps of
Engineers, Department of Fish and Game, and Fish and Wildlife FWS. This will notify agencies of the
intended work program areas for each year and allow modification of work activities if necessary.
The annual report will clearly outline what work has occurred in the current year and what work is planned in
the next year. Reporting on completed work will include a discussion of what treatments/control activities
occurred (both initial and re-treatments), what re-vegetation has occurred and monitoring/success of efforts.
Photo documentation, non-native plant control effectiveness (percent reduction in cover of target plants) and
planting success (estimated percent survival) will be provided. Detailed GIS maps will clearly indicate work
areas.
Proposed work for the next year will be outlined on GIS maps indicating likely work areas for the current
year. Work areas will be funded under a variety of programs including but not-limited to: grant funded
(state, federal or local), mitigation programs (In-Lieu-Fee, fines, off site mitigation requirements), and
general funds.
The threshold of significance that would result in potentially significant impacts occurring to flora and fauna (death or
harassment of listed and unlisted wildlife and plants) is unlikely to be breached as the methods were developed in a
manner to avoid impacts to sensitive species. Work occurs when migratory species are not physically present on site.
The breeding season, when impacts to wildlife would be greater, is also avoided (Table 1). Impacts to native plants are
also minimal as work methods assure that only target plants are controlled. These methods have been utilized on
multiple non-native plant control programs in southern California and the conditions have been taken directly from
FWS and CDFG permits. Programs using these methods have been operating for the past 10 years including multiple
permit renewals. Oversight by a biologist on site along with yearly reporting to regulatory agencies assures
compliance with these restoration methods. Any deviation from these methods (resulting in impacts to wildlife,
vegetation or the habitat in general) would result in termination/suspension of active work and possible fines or a
request for compensatory mitigation. Additional or modification of mitigation and avoidance measures may occur
during consultation with regulatory agencies (CDFG, USFWS, ACOE, NMFS).
Annual reports documenting work and compliance are provided to regulatory agencies that have issued permits: US
Army Corps of Engineers, Department of Fish and Game, and Fish and Wildlife Service. All permits clearly indicate
work conditions/methods, and minimization & avoidance measures. Regulatory agencies, project managers and the
project biologist assure compliance with these conditions.
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b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies,
regulations or by the California Department of Fish
and Game or US Fish and Wildlife Service?
Less than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated: The non-native plant control and habitat restoration activities
being carried out by the project will occur in riparian and wetland habitats. The projects will be a benefit to the
wetland and riparian systems by enhancing biological function. The project is carrying out activities that are
considered to be forms of habitat restoration and enhancement, and these types of activities are approved as mitigation
for loss of function and or habitat that other projects might have.
The methodology described above (see project Initial Study) will avoid negative impacts to the riparian habitat and
endangered species that are found within the system. Arundo and other target non-native plants severely impact the
biological function of the riparian system by increasing fire and flood damage, modifying hydrology, and out
competing native vegetation (affecting food and nesting resources). The project is a net benefit, restoring riparian
habitat.
Work completed under the project will avoid adverse effects by implementing the avoidance and minimization
measures outlined in the Initial Study and in the previous section of the checklist (4a).
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to,
marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means?
Less Than Significant Impact. The non-native plant control and habitat restoration activities being carried out by
the project will occur in federally protected wetlands defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The project
will likely operate under Army Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit # 27, or a Regional General Permit. These
permits allow wetland restoration (including non-native plant control and re-vegetation) as long as permit conditions
are followed. The project will follow permit guidelines, as well as additional minimization and avoidance measures
outlined in the Initial Study.
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species
or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites?
Less Than Significant Impact. Wildlife corridors provide a pathway for animal movement through an area. They
generally tend to occur in areas of suitable habitat that exist along drainages or along ridges. Regional linkages allow
wide-ranging animals to access foraging and hunting areas and water sources. Core habitat generally provides a block
of habitat that includes the entire territory collectively used by a wide variety of animals. The project will restore and
enhance habitat and wildlife linkages in Salinas watershed. The use of mitigation measures, such as avoiding active
work during active migration and breeding, will ensure that there will be no impacts to wildlife.
Additionally, implementation of the proposed project would not contribute to any significant cumulative impacts to
biological resources that are anticipated to occur through implementation of past, present, and foreseeable projects in
the Salinas watershed. The project is consistent with regional conservation planning principles, as it would restore and
enhance stretches of sensitive habitats and would maintain connectivity with adjacent undeveloped lands.
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e) Conflict with the provisions of any adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Communities
Conservation Plan, other approved local, regional or
state habitat conservation plan or any other local
policies or ordinances that protect biological
resources?
No Impact: The proposed project would not conflict with the provisions of any adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Communities Conservation Plan, other approved local, regional or state habitat conservation plan or any other
local policies or ordinances that protect biological resources. The project would support/enact elements found in local
and regional plans as the project is enhancing riparian habitat and protecting natural resources.

5.
CULTURAL/SCIENTIFIC
RESOURCES, Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined in
15064.5?
Less than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated: Treatment of non-native plants would have no impact.
Reduction of treated biomass and re-vegetation would have a less than significant impact. Significant disturbance of
soil does not occur- no grading, grubbing or other mechanized movement of soil occurs. The State Historic Office has
concurred that impacts to archeological resources are unlikely during biomass reduction on other projects in other
parts of the state (using the methods outlined in the initial study).
Mitigation measure::
15) To reduce the likelihood of impacts a record search of registered historic sites is carried out for each new project
area at the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System at
Sonoma State University. The records search and literature review will cover the entire project area. The resulting
maps and list of sites is not distributed, but is secured by the archeologist and becomes a key reference for ensuring
that work done under the program protects cultural resources. Any mowing and restoration work near or within
registered sites will be reviewed by a certified archaeologist, and if deemed necessary, a cultural monitor will be on
site during work to assure that no impacts to historic resources occur. No mowing or use of equipment within the
designated site will occur if there is a possibility of impacting the historic resource.
16) If historic resources are identified by the archaeologist during the mowing, work will stop immediately in that
area. No historic materials will be collected. Work will be diverted away from the sensitive areas, which will remain
intact. If approved by the archaeological monitor, hand cutting of Arundo and other invasive plants may take place
around identified historic site areas. Plant biomass will be carried to areas with no sensitive resources and mulching
will occur at that location.
The mitigation identified above to address significant project-level impacts to cultural resources would also
adequately address cumulative cultural resources impacts. More specifically, the application of criteria and measures
provided in CEQA provides a framework for addressing impacts, both project-specific and cumulative. In accordance
with CEQA, any significant cultural resources within the proposed project would be preserved through avoidance. As
required by CEQA, the resource sites determined to be significant would not be affected by development or other
features of project implementation. Monitoring would be required during work near or within registered sites to
further ensure that no portions of the preserved sites would be inadvertently affected. Through preservation, limited
access, and monitoring, the potential for effects to the sites, and therefore for cumulative impacts, would be reduced to
a level below significant.
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b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource pursuant
to 15064.5?
Less than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated: Treatment of non-native plants would have no impact.
Reduction of treated biomass and re-vegetation would have a less than significant impact. Significant disturbance of
soil does not occur- no grading, grubbing or other mechanized movement of soil occurs. The State Historic Office has
concurred that impacts to archaeological resources are unlikely during biomass reduction using these methods.
Mitigation measure:
15) To reduce the likelihood of impacts a record search of registered historic sites is carried out for each new project
area at the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System at
Sonoma State University. The records search and literature review will cover the entire project area. The resulting
maps and list of sites is not distributed, but is secured by the archeologist and becomes a key reference for ensuring
that work done under the program protects cultural resources. Any mowing and restoration work near or within
registered sites will be reviewed by a certified archaeologist, and if deemed necessary, a cultural monitor will be on
site during work to assure that no impacts to historic resources occur. No mowing or use of equipment within the
designated site will occur if there is a possibility of impacting the archaeological or cultural resource.
16) If archaeological or cultural features or materials are identified by the archaeologist during the mowing, work will
stop immediately in that area. No archaeological or cultural materials will be collected. Work will be diverted away
from the sensitive areas, which will remain intact. If approved by the archaeological monitor, hand cutting of Arundo
and other invasive plants may take place around identified milling features or other cultural resource/areas. Plant
biomass will be carried to areas with no sensitive resources and mulching will occur at that location.
The mitigation identified above to address significant project-level impacts to cultural resources would also
adequately address cumulative cultural resources impacts. More specifically, the application of criteria and measures
provided in CEQA provides a framework for addressing impacts, both project-specific and cumulative. In accordance
with CEQA, any significant cultural resources within the proposed project would be preserved through avoidance. As
required by CEQA, the resource sites determined to be significant would not be affected by development or other
features of project implementation. Monitoring would be required during work near or within registered sites to
further ensure that no portions of the preserved sites would be inadvertently affected. Through preservation, limited
access, and monitoring, the potential for effects to the sites, and therefore for cumulative impacts, would be reduced to
a level below significant.
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique geologic
feature?
Monterey County has a variety of geologic environments and geologic processes which generally occur in other parts
of the state, country, and the world. However, some features stand out as being unique in one way or another within
the boundaries of the County.
No Impact: The project area (riparian areas) does not contain any unique geologic features that have been listed in the
County’s Guidelines nor does the site support any known geologic characteristics that have the potential to support
unique geologic features. The project will not modify any geologic features.
d) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site?
No Impact: The project does not have any ground disturbing activities and no permanent structures are created.
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e) Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?
No Impact: The project does not have any ground disturbing activities and no permanent structures are created.
d) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site?
No Impact: The project does not have any ground disturbing activities and no permanent structures are created.

6. GEOLOGY AND SOILS.
A) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss,
injury, or death involving:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

i. Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State
Geologist for the area or based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines
and Geology Special Publication 42.
No Impact: The project work area is not located in a fault rupture hazard zone identified by the Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, Special Publication 42, Revised 1997, Fault-Rupture Hazards Zones in California, or
located within any other area with substantial evidence of a known fault. Therefore, there will be no impact from the
exposure of people or structures to adverse effects from a known fault-rupture hazard zone as a result of this project.
ii. Strong seismic ground shaking?
No Impact: The proposed project is not located within five kilometers of the centerline of a known active-fault zone as
defined within the Uniform Building Code’s Maps of Known Active Fault Near-Source Zones in California. The project
does not propose building or modifying structures, only control of non-native invasive vegetation. Therefore, the project
will not expose people or structures to adverse effects from strong seismic ground shaking.
iii. Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?
No Impact: Although there may be some areas within the project area that are located within a “Potential Liquefaction
Area” as identified in the County Guidelines for Determining Significance for Geologic Hazards, the scope of the
project is such that there will be no structures built and no exposure of people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects (seismic action triggered by project activities).
iv. Landslides?
Less than Significant Impact: The project is for habitat restoration. No structures are proposed and there will be no
landform modification. Therefore, there will be no potentially significant impact from the exposure of people or
structures to adverse effects from landslides.
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b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil?
Less than Significant Impact: The project will not result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil for the
following reasons:
1) Project activities are typically carried out within stream and river profiles- not in areas that are developed or used for
agriculture.
2) The project will not alter existing drainage patterns and will not develop or create steep slopes.
Due to these factors, it has been determined that the project will not result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil on a project level.
c) Will the project produce unstable geological
conditions that will result in adverse impacts
resulting from landslides, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
No Impact: The project is not located on or near geological formations that are unstable or would potentially become
unstable as a result of the project. Additionally, the project will not alter the land in a way as to create unstable
conditions as the project does not propose landform alteration.
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table
18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating
substantial risks to life or property?
Less than Significant Impact: The watershed contains expansive soils as defined within Table 18-I-B of the Uniform
Building Code (1994). However, the project will not have any significant impacts because the project does not involve
construction of structures or landform alteration. Therefore, the project will not create a substantial risk to life or
property.
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the
use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal
systems where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater?
No Impact: The project is for habitat restoration. The project does not propose any septic tanks or alternative
wastewater disposal systems since no wastewater will be generated.
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8. HAZARDS. Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, storage,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials or wastes or
through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident
conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
Less Than Significant Impact. Fuel and plant herbicides (glyphosate, imazapyr, triclopyr) will be transported and
used on site during habitat restoration. Plant herbicides used in the restoration of sites have very low toxicity (caution
rating: glyphosate, imazapyr and danger (due to corrosiveness): triclopyr, as Garlon 3-A) and formulations approved
for use in aquatic areas will be used. No disposal of materials will occur at project sites. The following BMPs will be
in place to ensure that there are no significant impacts to the environment:
1. Work activities do not occur during rain events.
2. A staging area is designated for equipment storage, short-term maintenance, and refueling. It is located at
least 100 feet from water bodies/open water.
3. Vehicles are inspected for leaks and repaired immediately.
4. Leaks, drips and other spills are cleaned up immediately to avoid soil or groundwater contamination.
5. Major vehicle maintenance and washing are done off site.
6. All spent fluids including motor oil, radiator coolant, or other fluids and used vehicle batteries are collected,
stored, and recycled as hazardous waste off site.
7. All project debris is taken to appropriate landfills.
8. Dry cleanup methods (i.e. absorbent materials, cat litter, and/or rags) are used whenever possible.
9. Spilled dry materials are swept up immediately.
10. The transport of hazardous materials is regulated by the State and the transport of such materials to the site
would comply with these regulations.
11. During restoration activities contractors will employ best management practices for spill control and
prevention. With prevention and management in place, any spills of hazardous materials are considered less
than significant.
12. Restoration equipment storage and maintenance will be conducted in non-wetland areas (degraded staging
areas such as road sides, shoulders, parking lots, and areas with bare compacted soil.
13. All mixing of herbicides and maintenance of equipment will occur only in areas that are devoid of vegetation
and that are adjacent to existing roads (staging areas as described above).
In addition, the project does not propose to demolish any existing structures onsite and therefore would not create a
hazard related to the release of asbestos, lead based paint or other hazardous materials from demolition activities.
b) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed
school?
Less Than Significant Impact: Although the project area is located within one-quarter mile of existing schools, the
project does not propose the handling, storage, or transport of hazardous materials (only materials labeled caution).
Therefore, the project will not have any effect on an existing or proposed school. Materials, such as fuel and plant
herbicides, will be transported and used on sites during restoration activities, but the BMPs incorporated into the
project (see above) will further reduce risks.
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c) Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5, or is otherwise
known to have been subject to a release of hazardous
substances and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment?
No impact. Work occurs on vegetation which is not a health hazard, no change in public use or movement of soil
occurs.
d) For a project located within an airport land use
plan or, where such plan has not been adopted,
within two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project result in a safety hazard
for people residing or working in the project area?
Less than Significant Impact: The project is located within Salinas and Monterey Airport Plan Areas and falls
within the designated Traffic Pattern Zone which is identified as having a low risk level. However, the project is for
habitat restoration, and will not result in hazards to airport safety or surrounding land uses for the following reasons:
The project will comply with Airport Land Use Compatibility Policies, including: Noise, Safety, Airspace Protection,
and Overflight Compatibility Policies.
The project does not propose any distracting visual hazards including but not limited to distracting lights, glare,
sources of smoke or other obstacles or an electronic hazard that would interfere with aircraft instruments or radio
communications. Therefore, the project complies with the Federal Aviation Administration Runway Approach
Protection Standards (Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 77 – Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace).
The project does not propose construction of any structure equal to or greater than 150 feet in height, constituting a
safety hazard to aircraft and/or operations from an airport or heliport.
The project does not propose any artificial bird attractor, including but not limited to reservoirs, golf courses with
water hazards, large detention and retention basins, landscaping with water features, or agriculture (especially cereal
grains).
e) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety hazard
for people residing or working in the project area?
No impact. The project site is not located within the vicinity of a known private airstrip.
f) Impair implementation of or physically interfere
with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?
No impact. The project activities are typically in open space areas and do not necessitate closing or blocking roads,
or restricting their use. Project activity would not alter emergency response or emergency evacuation routes.
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g)
Expose people or structures to a significant
risk or loss, injury or death involving wildland fires,
including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized
areas or where residences are intermixed with
wildlands?
Less than Significant Impact: The proposed project is within habitat that may be considered wildlands that have the
potential to support wildland fires. However, the project will not expose people or structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury or death involving wildland fires because no habitable structures are proposed. The control of Arundo and
other non-native plants and replacement with native riparian vegetation will reduce the risk of wildland fire. A
significant reduction of fire risk will occur through implementation of the project.
h) Propose a use, or place residents adjacent to an
existing or reasonably foreseeable use that would
substantially increase current or future resident’s
exposure to vectors, including mosquitoes, rats or
flies, which are capable of transmitting significant
public health diseases or nuisances?
Less than Significant Impact: The proposed project is within habitat that may be considered wildlands that have the
potential to support vectors. The project will, however, not contribute to ponding water or increase the abundance of
vectors. Arundo removal will make the habitat less suited to vectors. Additionally- the project areas typically have no
public access and no residential housing- project areas are open space.

9. HYDROLOGY & WATER QUALITY.
Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Violate any waste discharge requirements?
Less than Significant Impact: The project will implement methods consistent with ACOE Regional General Permit 41
(for Southern CA). This permit has SWRCB 401 certification built into it- all guidelines will be followed. No
mechanized grading or grubbing is included in the project scope. A 401 Water Quality certification will be completed
for the project if regulators determine it is needed. Project activities are considered to be restoration with benefits to the
Salinas River and water quality. The project will likely operate under a Nationwide Permit #27 for Aquatic Habitat
Restoration (with FWS section 10 and ACOE 404 certification).
The Salinas River is listed under Section 303 (d) of the Clean Water Act as impaired for sediment, pesticides, nutrients
and salinity, the sources of which are determined to be agriculture tail water and runoff, and storm water runoff. By
designation of the Salinas River as a priority watershed, the Region 3 Board is acknowledging the need for reducing
non-point source pollution. The efforts of the Regional Board will focus on increased use BMPs to control soil erosion,
improve management of nutrients and irrigation, and groundwater contamination.
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b) Is the project tributary to an already impaired
water body, as listed on the Clean Water Act Section
303(d) list? If so, could the project result in an
increase in any pollutant for which the water body is
already impaired?
Less than Significant Impact: Portions of Salinas River have been identified as impaired on the California 303(d) list.
The Salinas River is listed under Section 303 (d) of the Clean Water Act as impaired for sediment, pesticides, nutrients
and salinity, the sources of which are determined to be stormwater runoff and agriculture tailwater and runoff. The
project will not increase these pollution loads and may result in lower levels of pollution by discouraging transient
camps in the river (fecal coliform source). Aquatic approved formulations of herbicide will be used to control target
non-native vegetation (glyphosate, garlon, imazypyr). Aquatic approved formulations will be used and no application
will occur to open water. None of the herbicides listed as 303 (d) impairments are used by this project.
c) Could the proposed project cause or contribute to
an exceedance of applicable surface or groundwater
receiving water quality objectives or degradation of
beneficial uses?
Less than Significant Impact: The project covers the Salinas Watershed. The Salinas Watershed has the following
existing and potential beneficial uses for inland surface waters, coastal waters, reservoirs and lakes, and ground water:
municipal and domestic supply; agricultural supply; industrial process supply, industrial service supply; contact water
recreation; non-contact water recreation; warm freshwater habitat; cold freshwater habitat; wildlife habitat; estuarine
habitat; marine habitat; preservation of biological habitats of special significance; migration of aquatic organisms; and,
rare, threatened, or endangered species habitat.
The project proposes habitat restoration (invasive non-native plant control and re-vegetation with natives). Site design
measures and/or source control BMPs and/or treatment control BMPs will be employed to reduce potential pollutants in
runoff to the maximum extent practicable, such that the proposed project will not cause or contribute to an exceedance
of applicable surface or groundwater receiving water quality objectives or degradation of beneficial uses. The project
does not involve grading or alteration of landform.
In addition, the proposed BMPs are consistent with the regional surface water, storm water and groundwater planning
and permitting process that have been established to improve the overall water quality in Monterey County watersheds.
As a result, the project will not contribute to a cumulatively considerable exceedance of applicable surface or
groundwater receiving water quality objectives or degradation of beneficial uses. Refer to Section “Hydrology and
Water Quality”, Questions a & b, for more information on regional surface water and storm water planning and
permitting process.
d) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge
such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer
volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table
level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby
wells would drop to a level which would not support
existing land uses or planned uses for which permits
have been granted)?
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Less Than Significant Impact: The project will not use significant amounts of water. Plant control and hand
watering of plantings will occur, but these activities use less than 100,000 gallons of water annually. This is less than
the amount of water saved by treating the Arundo. In addition, the project does not involve operations that would
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge including, but not limited to the following: the project does not
involve regional diversion of water to another groundwater basin; or diversion or channelization of a stream course or
waterway with impervious layers, such as concrete lining or culverts. These activities and operations can substantially
affect rates of groundwater recharge. Therefore, no impact to groundwater resources is anticipated. Controlling
Arundo will reduce water consumption in riparian areas saving ground water.
e) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
the site or area, including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, in a manner which
would result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or
off-site?
Less than Significant Impact: The project will not move soil, modify channel banks or channel positions. Nonnative vegetation will be controlled. This will restore channel capacity and reduce flood risk.
f) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
the site or area, including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, or substantially
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner which would result in flooding on- or offsite?
Less than Significant Impact: The project will not alter the drainage pattern or move soil, modify channel banks or
channel positions. Non-native vegetation will be controlled. This will restore channel capacity and reduce flood risk.
g) Create or contribute runoff water which would
exceed the capacity of existing or planned storm
water drainage systems?
Less than Significant Impact: The project will not create or contribute to runoff water. Non-native vegetation will
be controlled. Project is typically in open space- where existing or planned storm water drainage systems do not
occur.
h) Provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff?
No Impact: The project will not create polluted runoff or generate a new pollution source. The project is habitat
restoration.
i) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area
as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or
Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard
delineation map, including County Floodplain Maps?
No Impact: The project does not construct houses.
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j) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect flood
flows?
No Impact: The project does not construct structures.
k) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury or death involving flooding?
Less Than Significant Impact: The project is for habitat restoration and does not propose structures and thus will
not expose people to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding. Flood risk is reduced through project
activities by restoring channel/flow capacity and reducing vegetation that blocks and diverts flows (i.e. Arundo
stands).
l) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury or death involving flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam?
No Impact: The project is for habitat restoration and, therefore, the project will not expose people to a significant risk
of loss, injury or death involving flooding. Flood risk is reduced through project activities by restoring channel/flow
capacity and reducing vegetation that blocks and diverts flows (i.e. Arundo stands). Project activities are being carried
out far downstream of any dams- and therefore could not affect dams.
m) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
No Impact: The project is habitat restoration, no structures or public use is associated with the project.
i. SEICHE
Less than Significant Impact: Habitat types being worked on are typically riparian, which are naturally inundated
periodically.
ii. TSUNAMI
Less than Significant Impact: Habitat types being worked on are typically riparian, which are naturally inundated
periodically.
iii. MUDFLOW
No Impact: Mudflow is type of landslide. The project proposes restoration in low lying riparian areas- it is not
anticipated that the project will expose people or property to inundation due to a mudflow (events that typically occur
in higher topographic areas- hills and mountains).

10. LAND USE & PLANNING. Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Significant w/
Mitigation

Less than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

a) Physically divide an established community?
No Impact: The project does not propose the introduction of new infrastructure such as major roadways or water supply
systems, or utilities to the area. Therefore, the proposed project will not significantly disrupt or divide the established
community.
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b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy,
or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the
project (including, but not limited to the general
plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?
No impact. The proposed project would comply with existing land use plans. No construction, land use change, or
change in zoning would occur. The program facilitates Cities, the County and other entities in complying with
environmental regulations by creating a watershed based program that controls non-native vegetation. No work occurs
without explicit permission from persons or the entity owning lands where project activities would occur. This project
will enhance the quality and quantity of riparian habitat. This project implements portions of regional plans related to
control of invasive non-native plants for water conservation, habitat enhancement and fire/flood risk reduction.
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation
plan or natural communities conservation plan?
No impact. The proposed project would be consistent with conservation plans as the project restores habitat and
ecological function.

11. MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the
project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a)
Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the region
and the residents of the state?
No impact. The project does not entail any paving, construction, or other features that would result in future
preclusion of mineral extraction. Therefore, there is no impact.
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locallyimportant mineral resource recovery site delineated
on a local general plan, specific plan or other land
use plan?
No impact. The project does not entail any paving, construction, or other features that would result in future
preclusion of mineral extraction. Nor does the project change land use or zoning or any designation in plans.
Therefore, there is no impact.
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12. NOISE. Would the project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise
levels in excess of standards established in the local
general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Less Than Significant Impact. All work with powered equipment will be performed between Jul 16th and Nov 14th.
During this time period there may be temporary or periodic increases in ambient noise levels due to workers carrying
out invasive non-native plant treatments and restoration activities. Non-native plant biomass reduction may occur
between Aug 16th and Nov 14th. This work will involve the use of chainsaws and a tractor with a mowing attachment.
Noise generated from the restoration activities are insignificant due to their short duration and low levels in
comparison to highway/road noise and surrounding land uses (agricultural operations- which use similar types of
equipment). In addition most activities are within undeveloped/open space areas adjacent to agricultural operations
which have limited or no public use/access. The following avoidance and minimization measures are in place to
assure that noise level thresholds are not exceeded.
(1) All construction vehicles or equipment, fixed or mobile, operated within 1,000' of a dwelling shall be equipped
with properly operating and maintained mufflers.
(2) All operations shall comply with County and City Codified Ordinances (Noise Control).
(3) Stockpiling and/or vehicle staging areas shall be located as far as practicable from dwellings.
Additionally, temporary noise as a result of field work will be achieved with machinery that does not generate noise
levels in excess of County noise standards. Therefore, the project will not expose people to or generate any noise
levels that exceed the allowable limits set by the County of Monterey or Noise Ordinances, and other applicable local,
State, and Federal noise control regulations.
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
No Impact: The project does not propose any major, new or expanded infrastructure such as mass transit, highways
or major roadways or intensive extractive industry that could generate excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels on-site or in the surrounding area.
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?
No Impact: The project is habitat restoration and does not install/support any noise-generating equipment. Therefore,
the project would not result in a substantial permanent increase in existing ambient noise levels in the project vicinity.
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project?
Less than Significant Impact: The project is habitat restoration. Any temporary increase over existing ambient
levels when equipment is used to carry out restoration is not expected to exceed the noise limits of the County of
Monterey Noise Ordinance. Equipment operations will occur only during permitted hours of operation pursuant to
Ordinances. Also, the project will not operate equipment in excess of 75 dB for more than 8 hours during a 24-hour
period. Therefore, the project would not result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in existing ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity.
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e) For a project located within an airport land use
plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted,
within two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project expose people residing or
working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
Less than Significant Impact: The proposed project is located within the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for
Salinas and Monterey Airports. However, project implementation is not expected to expose people residing or
working in the project area to excessive noise levels in excess of the CNEL 60 dB(A). The location of the project
activities is outside of the CNEL 60 dB(A) contours for the airports.
In addition, based on the list of past, present and future projects there are no new or expanded public airports projects
in the vicinity that may extend the boundaries of the CNEL 60 dB noise contour or CLUP. Therefore, the project will
not expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive airport-related noise levels.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people residing or
working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
No Impact: The proposed project is not located within a one-mile vicinity of a private airstrip; therefore, the project
will not expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive airport-related noise levels.

13. POPULATION & HOUSING. Would project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Induce substantial population growth in an area,
either directly (for example, by proposing new homes
and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?
No Impact: The proposed project will not induce substantial population growth in an area because the project does not
propose any physical or regulatory change that would remove a restriction to or encourage population growth in the
area.
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?
No Impact: The proposed project will not displace any existing housing since the project sites are in non-developed
areas.
c) Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?
No Impact: The proposed project will not displace a substantial number of people since the project sites are in nondeveloped areas.
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14. PUBLIC SERVICES. Would project result Potential
in need(s) for new/altered government
Significant
facilities/services in:
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Would the project result in substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of new
or physically altered governmental facilities, need for
new or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times or other
performance service ratios, response times or other
performance objectives for any of the public services:
i. Fire protection?
ii. Police protection?
iii. Schools?
iv. Parks?
v. Other public facilities?
No Impact: The project does not involve the construction of new or physically altered governmental facilities and
does not require new or significantly altered services or facilities to be constructed.

15. RECREATION. Would project:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of the facility
would occur or be accelerated?
No Impact: The project does not propose any residential use that may increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities in the vicinity.
b) Does the project include recreational facilities or
require the construction or expansion of recreational
facilities, which might have an adverse physical effect
on the environment?
No Impact: The project does not propose any activity that may increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional
parks or other recreational facilities in the vicinity. The project is habitat restoration.

16. TRANSPORTATION/CIRCULATION.
Would the project result in:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the
street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to
capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at
intersections)?
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No impact. This project would not significantly increase vehicle trips or traffic congestion. No change in project area
use would occur. No facilities are being constructed.
b) Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a
level of service standard established by the County
congestion management agency and/or as identified
by the County of San Diego Transportation Impact
Fee Program for designated roads or highways?
No impact. This project would not significantly increase vehicle trips or traffic congestion. No change in project area
use would occur. No facilities are being constructed.
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial safety
risks?
Less than Significant Impact: The main compatibility concerns for the protection of airport airspace are related to
airspace obstructions (e.g., building height, antennas, etc.) and hazards to flight (e.g., wildlife attractants, distracting
lighting or glare, etc.). The proposed project includes the Salinas and Monterey Airport Influence Areas. The project
would not result in a change in air traffic patterns because the allowable land uses within airport safety zones are
created for the purpose of ensuring ongoing airport safety, including maintenance of air traffic patterns. Furthermore,
the project would not exceed the FAA Part 77 criteria related to airspace obstructions. Therefore, the proposed project
will not have a significant impact on air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a change in
location that results in substantial safety risks.
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
Less than Significant Impact: The proposed project will not alter traffic patterns, roadway design, or create or place
curves, slopes or walls which impede adequate sight distance on a road. Movement of equipment may occur on
roadways, but standard BMP/safety procedures will be followed: flagmen, traffic control etc. In addition the
watershed has heavy agricultural use where farm equipment is frequently encountered on local roads.
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
No Impact: The proposed project will not result in inadequate emergency access. The project is for habitat restoration
in open space areas and does not require emergency access.
f) Result in inadequate parking capacity?
No impact. The project does not change public use. No parking is associated with the project.
g) Conflicts with adopted policies supporting
alternative transportation (e.g. bus turnouts, bicycle
racks)?
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No Impact: The proposed project is habitat restoration. Project implementation will not result in any construction or
new road design features; therefore, will not conflict with policies regarding alternative transportation.

17. UTILITIES & SERVICE SYSTEMS.
Would project result in needs for new or
substantial alterations in:

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board?
No Impact: The project does not involve any uses that will discharge any wastewater to sanitary sewer or on-site
wastewater systems (septic). Therefore, the project will not exceed any wastewater treatment requirements.
b) Require or result in the construction of new water
or wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects?
No Impact: The project does not include new or expanded water or wastewater treatment facilities. In addition, the
project does not require the construction or expansion of water or wastewater treatment facilities. Therefore, the
project will not require any construction of new or expanded facilities that could cause significant environmental
effects.
c) Require or result in the construction of new storm
water drainage facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?
No Impact: The project does not include new or expanded storm water drainage facilities.

d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve
the project from existing entitlements and resources,
or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
No Impact: The proposed project does not involve or require water services from a water district. The project is
habitat restoration.
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider, which serves or may serve the
project that it has adequate capacity to serve the
project’s projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments?
No Impact: The proposed project does not use sewer services or generate waste water.
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f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the project’s solid waste
disposal needs?
Less than Significant Impact: The implementation of the project will not generate significant solid waste. All
regional solid waste facilities, including landfills, require solid waste facility permits to operate. Regional landfills
currently have capacity for project generated solid waste.
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste?
Less than Significant Impact: Implementation of the project may generate solid waste associated with completing
restoration project activities. The project will deposit all solid waste at a permitted solid waste facility and, therefore,
will comply with Federal, State, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste.

MANDATORY FINDINGS

Potential
Significant
Effect

Less than
Less than
Significant w/ Significant
Mitigation
Impact

No
Impact

a) Does the project have the potential to degrade the
quality of the environment, substantially reduce
the habitat of a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?
Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated: Per the instructions for evaluating environmental impacts in
this Initial Study, the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant
or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate
important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory were considered in the response to each
question in sections IV and V of this form. In addition to project specific impacts, this evaluation considered the
project’s potential for significant cumulative effects. Resources that have been evaluated as significant would be
potentially impacted by the project, particularly biological and cultural resources. However, mitigation has been
included that clearly reduces these effects to a level below significance. This mitigation includes avoidance of the bird
breeding season, biological surveys and monitoring, and presence of an archaeological monitor if needed. As a result
of this evaluation, there is no substantial evidence that, after mitigation, significant effects associated with this project
would result. Therefore, this project has been determined not to meet this Mandatory Finding of Significance.
b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively considerable?
(“Cumulatively considerable” means that the
incremental effects of a project are considerable
when viewed in connection with the effects of past
projects, the effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects)?
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No impact. The invasive plant control program provides long term environmental benefits by implementing
watershed based control of Arundo and other invasive non-native species. This makes the project sustainable over the
long term and helps assure that habitat improvements, water conservation and fire/flood risk reduction are not
temporary enhancements. Watershed based implementation utilizes pre-mapping of invasive non-native plant
distributions (see figure 1-5) and a coordinated and planned implementation that assures all plant population are
treated in a systematic fashion. Activities carried under this program are routinely considered forms of MITIGATION
for other project involving construction and/or land use change.
Per the instructions for evaluating environmental impacts in this Initial Study, the potential for adverse cumulative
effects were considered in the response to each question in sections I through XVI of this form. In addition to project
specific impacts, this evaluation considered the project’s potential for incremental effects that are cumulatively
considerable. As a result of this evaluation, there is no substantial evidence that there are cumulative effects associated
with this project. Therefore, this project has been determined not to meet this Mandatory Finding of Significance.
c) Does the project have environmental effects, which
will cause substantial adverse effects on human
beings, either directly or indirectly?
Less than Significant Impact: In the evaluation of environmental impacts in this Initial Study, the potential for
adverse direct or indirect impacts to human beings were considered in the response to certain questions in sections: (1)
Land Use & Planning; (2) Agriculture; (3) Population & Housing; (4) Geophysical; (5) Hydrology & Water Quality;
(6) Transportation/Circulation; (7) Air Quality; (8) Noise; (11) Aesthetics; (13) Recreation; (14) Mineral Resources;
(15) Hazards; (16) Public Services; (17) Utilities & Service Systems. As a result of this evaluation, there is no
substantial evidence that there are adverse effects on human beings associated with this project. Therefore, this project
has been determined not to meet this Mandatory Finding of Significance.
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Paul Robins
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Laura Mills <lmills@metzfresh.com>
Monday, September 26, 2011 6:47 PM
bblaster@jeffersonfarming.com; Darlene Din
lmills@metzfresh.com; Paul Robins; Lauritzen, Eric; 'bill phillips';
bucheb@co.monterey.ca.us
RE: Initial Study for Salinas River Arundo Control and Restoration program posted

Benny and Darlene,
Thank you for providing SRCC members with the Initial Study for the Salinas River Arundo Control and Restoration
Program. This is a worthwhile program, in my opinion.
I’ve reviewed the Initial Study carefully and ask that you please share my concerns, outlined below, with the SRCC Board
of Directors and RCD of Monterey County:
1) 10-foot Buffers from Wet Channel
A) Buffers may contain Arundo and native vegetation
B) Arundo consumes, impedes and diverts natural flows, conservation/environmental releases and fish
passage in the Salinas River, especially near the wet channel
C) Arundo should be removed from the Salinas River riparian corridor, especially if located below the
Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM)
2) The least Bell’s vireo should NOT be included in the Initial Study. (p. 10, Table 4, p. 15, Section G, #9, p. 38 #9
and p.57, Section a).
A) The SRCC commissioned a report on the least Bell’s vireo from Chris Tenney and Don Roberson, Coeditors of the Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Monterey County, California.
B) Copies of the least Bell’s vireo report were provided to Entrix, the MCWRA and US Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) during permit negotiations for the 2003 – 2008 ACOE 404 RGP (No. 26270S).
C) The study provided scientific basis the Salinas River CMP project area (San Ardo to Monterey Bay)
DOES NOT provide suitable habitat for the least Bell’s vireo.
D) USFWS did NOT require terms and conditions to protect the least Bell’s vireo under the 2003 – 2008
ACOE 404 RGP (No. 26270S).

Laura Giudici Mills
Owner/Consultant
LGM Consulting
P. O. Box 7112
Spreckels, CA 93962
(831) 594‐4848 CELL
(831) 385‐8008 OFFICE/FAX
lmills@metzfresh.com

This message w/attachments (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential or proprietary. If you are not an intended recipient, please
notify the sender, and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that any review
or dissemination of, or the taking of any action in reliance on, the information contained in or attached to this
message is prohibited.
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From: Darlene Din [mailto:darlenedin@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 3:36 PM
To: Darlene Din
Subject: Initial Study for Salinas River Arundo Control and Restoration program posted

FYI
Darlene Din, Consultant for Salinas River Channel Coalition
P.O. Box 7602, Spreckels, Ca 93962
Cell Phone (831) 682-0734
IMPORTANT NOTICE:This message is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential privileged
information. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose any information contained in the
message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by reply email and delete the message.
Thank you.

From: Paul Robins [mailto:paul.robins@rcdmonterey.org]
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 12:21 PM
Subject: Initial Study for Salinas River Arundo Control and Restoration program posted

Hello,
I’m mailing out the long‐awaited Notice of Completion and Initial Study (attached) for the Mitigated Negative
Declaration for the Salinas Watershed Invasive Non‐Native Plant Control and Restoration Program to the State
Clearinghouse and filing it with the County Clerk shortly. Copies are available for download from our website (home
page at www.rcdmonterey.org) and at the front counter of our office (address below) in hardcopy. This kicks of the
public comment period, which will conclude November 10 (minimum is 30 days). This has been very carefully developed
with Ag Commissioner, MCWRA and state‐of‐the‐art Arundo treatment and environmental protection guidelines. Please
contact me with any comments or questions.
Sincerely,
Paul Robins
Executive Director
Resource Conservation District of Monterey County
744‐A LaGuardia Street
Salinas, CA 93905
831‐424‐1036, ext. 124
www.rcdmonterey.org
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